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General Discussion On Youth Employment Plenary  

 

STATEMENT BY:  

 

EMPLOYER VICE CHAIRPERSON 

MR. PETER ANDERSON 

AUSTRALIA 

 

 

 

Mr President, 

 

Employers supports the resolution before the House, and the adoption of 

the report arising from the general discussion on youth employment that 

has been conducted during this 93rd session of the Conference. 

 

The ‘Conclusions on Promoting Pathways to Decent Work for Youth’ 

should be adopted, and we agree that the Governing Body should give 

due consideration to them when planning future action on youth 

employment and implementing its Decent Work Agenda. 

 

That should however be the most basic of responses to this report. 

 

Much more needs to be done by multiple parties if we are to meet the 

youth employment challenge that is before us. The ILO is just one of 

those stakeholders, and even then it has limited resources and is often a 

long way distant from the actual circumstances of young people and 

employers of young people in individual workplaces. 
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Indeed, these Conclusions are worthy of support because they go much 

deeper into the nature of the challenge. They address the responsibilities 

of governments, educators, employers, workers and their local 

communities, not just the ILO. 

 

In that respect they are a plan for action by all of us. 

 

As the conclusions highlight, the issue of youth employment is a 

fundamental global, regional and national challenge for economies and 

societies. 

 

In the next two decades literally hundreds of millions of young people will 

be seeking work in the labour market across every continent. The 

questions which arise are fundamental, and the Committee has grappled 

with them. Where will the millions of entry-level jobs needed in the formal 

economy come from? If the jobs or some of them do appear, will this 

generation of children have basic education and skills that make them 

employable? Will the economic and regulatory framework allow their 

employers to compete and to survive, so that they can keep their jobs? 

Will basic education be supplemented with vocational training that helps 

build careers and pathways? Will those that have the spirit to be 

entrepreneurs be able to access seed capital and start a business, and 

then in time become employers themselves? 

 

The report before us goes to the heart of these issues. 
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In identifying the magnitude of the task, the employer group – and the 

Committee as a whole - has been determined to present a balanced 

perspective. One where the challenge is soberly understood but does not 

overwhelm us, one where we see enough hope and opportunity to seek 

out and then implement good policy and practical solutions. 

 

Underpinning all of our work has been a realisation that whilst we may 

not be able to individually overcome the challenge, and whilst there is no 

one solution - we can collectively make a difference if each individual 

party accepts its responsibilities, and works cohesively at international 

and national levels in the same direction. 

 

What energised this discussion was a realisation that no matter how 

great the task, the rewards are greater. The cohesiveness of entire 

communities is bound up in economic development, in education and in 

the creation of job opportunities.  

 

If we successfully meet the challenge, or even do so in part, we change 

entire societies for the better. 

 

Mr. President, productive employment is transforming and empowering 

of individuals and societies; and productive youth employment is 

transforming and empowering of the next generation. 

 

Indeed, this report goes to the very core of the ILO's work and relevance 

in the modern world. If the Decent Work Agenda is to mean anything 

outside of this chamber, and it should, it must offer hope through 

employment to young people and to the employers of young people. 
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The beauty of this discussion is that we have collectively come back to 

basics and brought the Decent Work Agenda back to those basics. 

 

Instead of simply discussing the quality of work and rights at work 

(important as they are) we went back a step. We asked ourselves the 

more fundamental question – if decent work is to be available to young 

people then how do we create the jobs in the first place and how do we 

help young people become employable. 

 

Once we asked this question, the answer was self-evident. 

 

We all agreed that the youth employment challenge would not be 

rectified by another international instrument. Our international standards 

and our Fundamental Declaration of Principles and Rights at Work 

already apply equally to young workers as they do to older workers. 

 

Rather, the most basic driver of hope and opportunity for young people is 

a regulatory framework that provides for increased global economic 

activity and opportunity, higher levels of employment and 

entrepreneurship. Put simply, the solution lies in economic investment by 

the private sectors coupled with critical enabling policy interventions by 

governments in the areas of education, training, regulatory reform and 

administration of existing standards.  

 

These Conclusions give hope, but not false hope.  
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If we think that railing against the global economy is going to help youth 

employment then we are fooling ourselves. The global economy is with 

us. It must be part of the solution, no matter how uneven its impacts. 

 

Likewise, if we in our nations think that the international community is 

always coming to our aid, and will be making the difficult policy decisions 

that have to be made by us at a national level, then we will be sorely 

mistaken. 

 

Through these conclusions we reaffirm our commitment as 

representatives of employers to meet our responsibilities. Employers, as 

the bedrock institution for the provision of work and opportunity for 

millions in our societies, have a considerable role to play in shaping and 

in delivering youth employment strategies. We know that jobs for young 

people do not appear out of thin air, and are not created by regulation, 

but are created by investment and risk-taking, facilitated by good law and 

policy. 

 

The Conclusions identify practical steps that employers can take, 

including working with educators and young people to increase 

employability skills. 

 

The Conclusions also identify practical measurers educators can take, 

and also young people themselves – including actively seeking to learn, 

to acquire basic skills, to prepare for the responsibilities of the world of 

work and to seek work through direct employment or entrepreneurship. 

In doing so, the Conclusions highlight that young people can bring assets 
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to a business that are sometimes not well understood – a willingness to 

learn and an adaptability that can be attractive to employers. 

 

Beyond these roles, the Conclusions address the fundamental issue of 

the role of governments and national policies and programmes. Those 

national policies must be directed at creating enabling economic and 

regulatory environments for investment. From investment, comes 

economic activity, from economic activity comes productivity, and from 

productivity comes sustainable employment. Policies must also address 

issues of infrastructure, public services, governance, the rule of law and 

business entry for entrepreneurs. 

 

It is widely acknowledged in these Conclusions that national 

circumstances differ greatly. In addition, neither young people nor 

employers of young people are homogenous groups. Within each group 

are a myriad of circumstances and capacities. This means that not every 

stakeholder will have the resources or capacity to do all these things, or 

all at once. It is sobering indeed to recognise the huge numbers of  

young people that  are employed in the informal economy. However, if 

the right things that are done, no matter how small the steps may be, if 

they are done in the common direction set out by these Conclusions then 

we will be collectively making inroads into the challenge, even in these 

difficult areas. 

 

Finally, I turn to the role of the ILO. The Conclusions speak of an 

important role in the areas of building knowledge, policy advocacy, 

promotion of decent work, and technical assistance. They also speak of 

working in conjunction with the tri partite stakeholders, as well as other 
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international bodies with common interests, such as the interagency 

Youth Employment Network. 

 

All of these are important matters in their own right. They will only be 

solutions if they are implemented on the ground, in workplaces where 

young people are employed and where employers of young people – 

most of who are small and medium businesses – also grapple with the 

harsh realities of making a living. 

 

Mr. President, no country can afford to undervalue or waste its human 

resources. Youth employment is not a new issue, but we have given the 

issue a fresh analysis. Opportunities abound, especially with population 

ageing in developed economies, and with a global focus on the 

enormous challenge in developing economies. Encouragingly, most 

Ministers of governments who have spoken in this chamber during this 

Conference have also reflected on the challenge by speaking of 

solutions through economic activity, employability and entrepreneurship. 

The time now is for less talk and more action. At the very least these 

Conclusions present some ‘action oriented dialogue’, as we had hoped, 

and as we asked of the Committee two weeks ago. 

 

I would like to thank the Employers Group for their careful and committed 

work over the past two weeks. I would also like to thank our colleagues 

in the Governments and in the Workers Group who have shared a 

common purpose with us on all key issues. We have debated, we have 

discussed, we have compromised, and we have produced an effective 

outcome through social dialogue on an issue of utmost importance. I 
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would also like to thank our Committee chairperson, and the officers and 

staff of the secretariat who have done an excellent job in the right spirit. 

 

Whilst the capacity to meet the youth employment challenge is bound up 

with the capacity to meet the general employment challenge, the 

problem of youth employment is specific and needs specialist policy 

responses. Armed with this report we have some tools to make a 

difference for the better. As employers we look forward to its adoption, 

and beyond that its implementation. 

 

Thank You 
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General Discussion On Youth Employment Plenary  

 

STATEMENT BY:  

 

EMPLOYER DELEGATE JAMAICA 

JACQUELINE LLOYD 

 
 
Mr President,  

 

The Report  and conclusions before us for adoption is comprehensive 

and insightful in this coverage of the global issues relating to youth 

employment.  The action plan which places emphasis on building 

Knowledge, advocating for and promoting decent and productive work 

for youth and providing technical assistance, particularly to developing 

countries, also provides a useful framework for tackling youth 

employment. 

 

Quite correctly, the document points to the fact that economic growth 

without supporting policies, does not necessarily result in increased 

employment. The Jamaican experience is testament to this.  In this 

regard, Jamaica has experienced small but consistent positive growth 

over the last four or five years, yet unemployment has hovered in the 

region of 15% without change.  In point of fact, Bear Sterns is predicating 

that the governments growth projections for the current fiscal year of 

2.5%ç to 3% is understated and  that all things being equal, growth 

would be more likely to be in the region of 5% to 6%.  If growth in GDP 

could effect change on its own, unemployment should be plummeting 
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downwards. Unfortunately, despite recent indications that it is trending 

downwards, the rate of change has not been as marked as might have 

been expected.  With respect to youth unemployment, this continues to 

be high (circa 23%) compared to the rest of society. This clearly 

illustrates the need for deliberate, targeted strategy for dealing with youth 

employment.   The conclusions we have developed, these different 

aspects in there perspective, they recognise that we need economic 

growth, which is an outcome of a conducive investment climate which 

nurtures enterprise growth.   Yet flanking policies are evidently required 

to prepare youth for employment and raise their potential for productive 

work. 

 

It is important to underline that part-time, temporary and other flexible 

forms of working offer youth opportunities to connect with the labour 

market and overcome their lack of work experience.  The Conclusions  of 

our committee recognise this crucial point. 

 

National youth policies, should target youth within a defined age cohort 

15-24 years, and seek to approach these objectives through a life cycle, 

holistic and multisectoral approach. 

 

The Life cycle approach should seek to strengthen the development of  

human capital.  This approach can reinforce  the continuum between the 

stages of physical, emotional and psychological development of human 

beings, which is most pronounced in the early stages of life.  Hence, 

positive and productive adulthood is the result of a process of 

development that passes through three major dependent phases: 

childhood, adolescent and youth. 
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A holistic approach embodies the principle of a comprehensive, 

integrated process that addresses the cognitive, social, physical, 

emotional, spiritual and moral needs at every stage of the life cycle.  In 

this regard  national approaches need to be guided by and seek to 

respond to the overall needs of young people, in a coordinated and 

comprehensive manner, rather than through piecemeal and sporadic 

interventions. 

 

In Jamaica like in many other countries the average level of education is 

increasing with the result that the labour market is now demanding 

higher qualifications for lower positions.  The effect is that many youth 

who have completed tertiary level education find their entry into the 

labour force more difficult.  They must either remain unemployed for 

extended periods and or accept lower level positions than they would 

have expected based on their level of education.  The Committee’s 

conclusions point to the need for matching  the education and training of 

young people with the evolving needs of the labour market.  

 

There is also a need to focus on another of the issues raised during our 

discussions, namely entrepreneurship.  Clearly if new employment is not 

generated through new business, the youth will continue to emerge from 

school into overcrowded labour markets.  The youth should be 

encouraged and facilitated in the establishment of new enterprises.  This 

will demand, the creation of a more accommodating environment for new 

business in countries such as mine. 
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There is need for a greater synthesis between higher level training 

institutions and the world of business to ensure that educational/training 

programmes reflect labour market trends and standards.  This should 

result in guidance to youth in the selection of career paths to ensure that 

their course selections are relevant to the demands of the labour market. 

It is critical that the education system inoculates in children a positive 

work ethic.  

 

Too often, youth select training/educational programmes that result in 

frustrated searches for employment.  In this regard, graduates in certain 

subjects, often find themselves unable to find employment in developing 

countries. This also points to the need for training in applied sciences to 

ensure that trained scientists in developing countries can use their 

knowledge of science to drive the development of industry. 

 

It is clear that the comprehensive conclusions this committee has 

developed will be  best optimised if individual countries dissect them and 

then place emphasis on areas that are most relevant to the concerns that 

they face as individual and unique countries, rather than applying them in 

their entirety,. 

 

Finally I would like to thank the Officers of our committee and especially 

our spokesperson Peter Anderson in helping us achieve these 

conclusions which I commend to the Conference for adoption. 

 

Thank You 
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General Discussion On Youth Employment Plenary  

 

STATEMENT BY:  

 

EMPLOYER DELEGATE INDIA 

I.P Anand 

 

Mr President, 

  

For employers, employment, enterprise creation and entrepreneurship lie 

at the heart of sustainable development and, therefore, at the heart of 

efforts by the ILO to achieve Decent Work. This is particularly true for the 

youth and the teeming millions living on less that $2 a day. Today, youth 

suffer from a lack of opportunities as well as the skills for employability. 

They must be culturally imbued to equip themselves to walk on their own 

feet rather than live on doles. This is the only way by which their future 

would be sustainably secure. In this regard, exhortations, which have 

been our main plank, even in our international debates, will not do. 

Specific country-oriented programmes have to be devised and that is our 

common obligation. 

 

 I am happy that the Report, which we heartily commend for 

adoption, synthesizes all the ideas and facets of the pre-requisites with a 

much needed unanimity among the actors in the world of work as well as 

the government representatives that are present here. Sir, in 

commending the Report for adoption, I would urge the Director-General 

to put in place, at the earliest, a proactive programme of action to 
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stimulate youth employment for consideration by the Governing Body, 

the international institutions and donors. However, let it be understood by 

the needy developing countries that the days of “free lunches” are over. 

We must not ignore strengthening our own feet through mobilization of 

our internal resources locally in developing countries, even if it is a token 

amount, to the pool of resources at the international level. 

 

 Persons of entrepreneurial spirit will always remain relevant, both 

in war and peace. The perceptions of the Indian employers have 

consistently concentrated on the development of the spirit of enterprise 

and development as a cure for the problem of unemployment as the 

following extract from my speech to the International Labour Conference 

in 1986 demonstrates: 

 

“The ILO has anticipated the creation of 1,900 million jobs 

over the next 40 years. This is a necessity to sustain peace and 

order in the world. This assumes a target of creating 50 million jobs 

annually, which involves Herculean efforts and manifold resources, 

both material and human, for the development of the requisite 

infrastructure. Linking the entrepreneurial development movement 

with the world of education, research and activities for youth, 

therefore, is an urgent pre-requisite for outlining the detailed 

activities of a job creation programme.” 

 

 Let me re-echo a quote from George Gilder in his “Spirit of 

Enterprise”, who had aptly put it and I quote: 
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 “The perennial preening of generals and politicians, 

bureaucrats and revolutionaries and their reflected glow in the 

media and academy, fosters the prevailing impression that history 

progresses through elections and wars, mass meetings and militant 

movements. But these events, dramatic as they are, gain long-run 

significance for the future of the world largely to the extent that they 

advance or retard the creative work of entrepreneurs. It is they who 

chiefly create the wealth over which the politicians posture and 

struggle. When the human capital (entrepreneurs) are thwarted, 

deflected or dispossessed, the generals and politicians, the 

guerrilla chieftains and socialist intellectuals, are always amazed at 

how quickly the great physical means of production – the contested 

tokens of wealth and resources of nature – dissolve into so much 

scrap, ruined concrete, snarled wire and wilderness. The so-called 

means of production are impotent to generate wealth and progress 

without the creative women and men of production, i.e., the 

entrepreneurs”.   

 

 Friends, let me conclude now by commending this report and its 

conclusions to all the constituents of the ILO’s member States for 

accelerated action by them. 

 

 Thank you.   
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General Discussion On Youth Employment Plenary  

 

STATEMENT BY:  

 

EMPLOYER DELEGATE GABON  

Félicité Awassi 
 

MERCI DE ME DONNER LA PAROLE MONSIEUR LE PRÉSIDENT. MON NOM EST FÉLICITÉ 

AWASSI ATSIMADJA ET JE REPRÉSENTE LA CONFÉDÉRATION PATRONALE GABONAISE 

CPG.        

 

MES REMERCIEMENTS VONT SPECIALEMENT  AUX GOUVERNEMENTS AFRICAINS  ET NON 

AFRICAINS POUR AVOIR DÉMONTRÉ DE MANIÈRE CONCRÈTE LEUR ENGAGEMENT POUR LA 

CAUSES  DES  JEUNES . 

DANS MON PAYS LE GABON, DEPUIS MA TENDRE ENFANCE, L EXPRESSION LA JEUNESSE EST 

SACRÉE  M’ A  ACCOMPAGNÉE. CETTE DEVISE RÉELLE A ÉTÉ SOUTENUE PAR UN 

PROGRAMME D ÉDUCATION ET DE BOURSE OCTROYE PAR LE SYSTÈME DE L ÉDUCATION 

NATIONALE DE MON PAYS ET POUR LES ÉTUDES POST SECONDAIRES PAR L OFFICE DES 

BOURSES ET STAGES. 

DE MÊME AVANT CETTE PÉRIODE  POUR ENCOURAGER LA RÉUSSITE ET L EXCELLENCE DANS 

LES ÉCOLES PUBLIQUES OU ÉTATIQUES UNE BOURSE EST OCTROYÉE À TOUS LES ENFANTS 

GABONAIS DE LA CLASSE DE 6 EME À LA CLASSE DE TERMINALE . LE SEUL CRITÈRE ÉTANT 

QU ILS OBTIENNENT LA MOYENNE DE 10 SUR 20. J AI BÉNÉFICIE DE CE SYSTÈME ET LES  

GÉNÉRATIONS LES PLUS JEUNES AUJOURD ‘HUI CONTINUENT D EN BÉNÉFICIER 

.AUJOURDHUI ON S’  ACCORDE POUR AFFIRMER COMME PARTOUT EN 

AFRIQUE, QUE LES DIFFERENTES ETAPES ET ASPECTS DE NOTRE 

SYSTEME EDUCATIF DOIVENT  SE METTRE  PLUS EN PHASE AVEC LES 

BESOINS DE NOS ENTREPRISES. 

 

DE LA DISCUSSION GENERALE DE NOS TRAVAUX     IL  RESSORT QUE LES 

PREUVES EMPIRIQUES ONT PROUVÉ QUE L ‘ EMPLOI DES JEUNES EST  L’  UN DES 
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PROBLÈMES GRAVES QUI HANTENT ET PRÉOCCUPENT LE MONDE  ET EN PARTICULIER  LES 

PAYS EN VOIE DE DÉVELOPPEMENT. LA QUESTION CLEF NE RÉSIDE PAS DANS CES 

RÉVÉLATIONS OU DANS CE CONSTAT MAIS DANS LE FAIT DE RECHERCHER DES SOLUTIONS 

URGENTES POUR PARER A CE PROBLÈME GRAVE. LE TEMPS N EST CERTAINEMENT PLUS À 

LA RÉTHORIQUE MAIS NOUS DEVONS DANS LES MEILLEURS DÉLAIS ÉRADIQUER LES 

DIFFICULTÉS QUI ENTRAVENT L EMPLOI DES JEUNES. COMME JE LE DISAIS  PLUS TOT LA 

JEUNESSE EST SACRÉE ET ELLE EST L AVENIR DE NOS PAYS. 

 

IL NOUS FAUT DONC METTRE EN OEUVRE LES COMPOSANTES DES 

POLITIQUES ET PROGRAMMES PROPRES A FAVORISER L ACCES DES 

JEUNES A UN TRAVAIL DECENT ET PRODUCTIF, DE DEFINIR LES ROLES DE 

L ETAT, DES ORGANISATIONS D EMPLOYEURS  POUR FACILITER L ACCES 

DES JEUNES  A UN TRAVAIL DECENT ET PRODUCTIF AUSSI BIEN DANS L 

ECONOMIE STRUCTUREE QUE DANS L ECONOMIE INFORMELLE. 

 

DE L’AUTE COTE COMME MONSIEUR GAWANAS LA COMMINSAIRE DE L’UNION AFRICAINE A 

DIT ICI MEME LA SEMAIN DERNIER : 

 

“Les africains sont déterminés à faire en sorte que la génération actuelle des 

jeunes hommes et femmes, qui arrivent sur le marché du travail, aient la 

possibilité de trouver et de conserver un emploi décent.  Pour cela, il faut leur 

donnner les moyens de créer et de developer des petites et moyennes 

enterprises .” 

 

DE NOMBREUSES PISTES ONT ETE IDENTIFIEES  POUR L INCLUSION DU 

PROBLEME DE L EMPLOI DES JEUNES DANS LES NORMES MAIS NOUS 

DEVONS EGALEMENT NOUS RAPPELER QUE TROP DE RIGIDITE  DANS LES 

NORMES CONSTITUERAIT  UNE ENTRAVE A L EMPLOI DES JEUNES. 

 

NOUS NOUS DEVONS UNE FOIS RENTRES DANS NOS PAYS RESPECTIFS DE 

METTRE EN APPLICATION LES PISTES IDENTIFIEES PENDANT NOS TRAVAUX 

SELON LES REALITES NATIONALES SPECIFIQUES QUANT AUX PRIORITES DANS 
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LES DOMAINES POLITIQUES, DE RECHERCHES, ET DES EFFORTS DE 

SENSIBILISATION AINSI QUE EN CE CONCERNE LES ACTIVITES DE COOPERATION 

TECHNIQUES DE L OIT POUR LA PROMOTION DE L ACCES DES JEUNES A UN 

TRAVAIL DECENT ET PRODUCTIF. 

 

NOUS AVONS CONVENU AU COURS DE CES TRAVAUX QU IL FAUT 

RENFORCER LE TRIPARTISME ET RENFORCER LES CAPACITES DES 

SYNDICATS, DES ORGANISATIONS D EMPLOYEURS ET LES MINISTERES DE 

L EMPLOI, DU TRAVAIL ET DES AFFAIRES SOCIALES.  

 

L’AFRIQUE A MONTRE ET CONTINUE DE DEMONTRER SON ENGAGEMENT 

TOTAL POUR L’ERADICATION DE LA PAUVRTEE ET  EN FAVEUR DU TRAVAIL 

DECENT POUR TOUS. Y COMPRIS LES JEUNES. 

 

LA RENCONTRE AU SOMMET DES CHEFS D ETAT DE OUAGADOUGOU EST, 

EN NE POINT DOUTER LA PLUS FORTE DEMONSTRATION DE CETTE  

VOLONTE. LES PARTENAIRES  SOCIAUX D’  AFRIQUE DANS LEUR ENSEMBLE 

SE SONT JOINTS A CET EFFORT PAR LE BIAIS DES RENCONTRES PRE 

FORUM DES PARTENAIRES SOCIAUX AINSI QUE LA RENCONTRE 

PREPARATOIRE ORGANISEE PAR L’INSTITUT INTERNATIONAL DES ETUDES 

SOCIALES DU BIT OU LES ECHANGES SUR LE DIALOGUE SOCIAL ON ETE 

FRUCTUEUX. 

 

• LE LIEN AVEC L‘ECONOMIE INFORMELLE EST PRIMORDIAL CAR 

BEAUCOUP DE JEUNES Y SONT PRESENTS, ASPIRENT A Y ETRE OU 

SERONT CONTRAINTS A Y ENTRER. 

 

• L’OIT SE DOIT DE SE DONNER LES MOYENS DE CONTRIBUER PLUS 

EFFICACEMENT AU DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE A L ECHELLE 

NATIONALE EN MOBILISANT DES RESSOURCES FINANCIERES 

ADEQUATES AFIN QUE LES ORGANISATIONS D EMPLOYEURS 

PUSSENT PARTICIPER DE MANIERE CONCRETE AU COTE DU 

GOURVERNEMENT POUR L ACCOMPAGNEMENT DE L ECONOMIE 
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INFORMELLE VERS UNE QUASI FORMALITE AVANT DE SE 

FORMALISER.CE PROCESSUD COMPRENDS LA MISE A NIVEAU SUR 

LES BASES DE L ENTREPRENARIAT, DE L’ESPRIT D’ENTREPRISE, LES 

PROCEDURES ADMINISTRATIVES, LE CONCEPT DE SECURITE 

SOCIAL, D’ENTREPRISE CITOYENNE, DE TRAVIL DECENT, DE 

PRINCIPES DE BASE SUR LA TENUE DES COMPTE  ETC… 

 

• L’ESPRIT D‘ ENTREPRISE DOIT ETRE INCULQUE AUX JEUNES ET 

L’ENTREPRENARIAT DOIT ETRE DEVELOPER PARMI NOS JEUNES.  

C’EST POURQUOI  LE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT NETWORK (YEN) DOIT S 

ETTENDRE A BEAUCOUP D AUTRES PAYS  AFRICAINS ET NON 

AFRICAINS. LA PRISEN EN COMPTE DES AGENCE DE PROMOTION 

DES INVESTISSEMENTS PRIVEES TELL QUE L’ APIP DANS MON PAYS LE 

GABON DOIVENT ETRE RENFORCES CAR ELELS PEUVENT JOUER UN 

ROLE DANS LE PROCESSUS D’ EDUCATION DES JEUNES DE 

L’ECONOMIE INFORMELLE DANS LE DOMAINE DE L 

‘ENTREPRENARIAT ET DE L’ ESPRIT D’ ENTREPRISES.  

• JE TERMINERAI EN FELICITANT TOUTES ET TOUS CEUY^X QUI DE 

PRES OU DE LOIN ONT PERMIS QUE CES DISCUSSIONS SOIENT UNE 

REUSSITE. 

 

 

JE VOUS REMERCIE. 
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General Discussion On Youth Employment Plenary  

 

STATEMENT BY:  

 

EMPLOYER DELEGATE NETHERLANDS  

Chiel Renique 
 

Mr President, 
 

One of the most important factors in youth employment is good initial 

education and pre-employment vocational training.  In terms of 

importance, if there is one macro-social policy besides macro-economic 

policies that needs emphasis, then it is education and training policy.  

We are satisfied that the report we are to adopt  included important 

paragraphs on this issue.  Indeed, besides the demand-side of the labour 

market, for youth employment at least as important is that young people 

have the necessary employability skills when they enter into the labour 

market. 

 

These skills of course include basic skills like numeracy, but also 

technological skills and knowledge of the world of work.  Too often 

education systems have drifted away from working life.  In my country, 

the Netherlands, one of the solutions for preventing early departure form 

school without qualifications by those who have a more practical 

orientated learning style, is to include more real life projects in the 

curriculum and this has had a positive outcome on the motivation of 

students.  But also in higher education, too many students know much 
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too little about the labour market.  Better information and guidance can 

improve the awareness of students what the possibilities are after their 

study of choice and it may be wise indeed to make this one of the factors  

in the choice of the subject. And also, in higher education, we are in 

favour of including projects in school or on site that show the relevance 

of the study for professional life. 

 

The link between education and training in several countries also has an 

institutional form: the apprenticeship system in Europe or cooperative 

learning as it may be called elsewhere: a combination of working life and 

vocational education.  Research has shown that in countries with such a  

system, youth unemployment is relatively lower than in other countries 

with similar economic conditions, but without such a system. I would not 

take it as  an absolute, but put it more general, namely that it is beneficial 

for youth employment if we create a variety of pathways from school to 

work, including periods of working and learning in parallel.  For example, 

the employers’ organisation in the Netherlands has developed a program 

that offers young employed people under 23 either a regular job, or a 

work placement for 3 months.   Additionally, for those without 

qualifications, there are apprenticeships schemes available.  There are 

fiscal incentives for the employers who employee an apprentice and the 

student has one or two days available for school based learning, 

concurrent with the learning on the job in the company. 

 

This brings mine to  the point, namely that  guaranteeing employability of 

youth is certainly not without a financial cost. It costs money.  To be 

invested by the government, but this is only part of the story.  The young 

generation has to inform itself about the developments in the labour 
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market and to direct efforts towards relevant qualifications that make 

them employable.  

 

Employers have a role and certainly  are not waiting with folded arms.  

They will contribute to the employability of young people by offering work 

experience and apprenticeships, through guest teachers in schools, 

dialogue about the curricula of vocational education, common projects 

with universities and colleges for further education to sustain innovation 

of companies etc.  We also have  a task in informing young people about 

market perspectives and job profiles. 

 

To conclude, among other issues, the item of a good preparation of 

youth via education and pre-employment training is well addressed in 

this respect and therefore we fully support it. 

 

Thank You 

 

 
 


